
WBC Homework #3 (2019) 

To be completed after reading assignments for and experiencing presentations from, class 3. Will be reviewed just prior to start of class 4. 

1) True or False:  You should carry or have access to at least a gallon of water per day. Especially if it is hot. 

2) When backpacking for two or more days you should: 
a. Not change your diet too much or your food intake. 
b. Add a bunch more fat and protein but cut back on the carbohydrates. 
c. Try not to change your diet too much but add more calories and water. 
d. Drink a lot more water and add a lot more protein. 

3) Name the two main insulating fillings in sleeping bags and a pro and con of each: 
1. Down – Pro: packs smaller, is generally lighter and is warmer. Con: does not insulate when wet and is 

more expensive. New treated down is changing this. 
2. Synthetic – Pro: maintains some insulation when wet and is cheaper. Con: Not as compactible or as 

warm by weight. – New synthetic fibers are changing this. 
4) What is the difference between the tent “footprint” and the tent “rain fly”?  Briefly explain. 

Footprint goes under the tent to protect the bottom. Rain Fly covers the tent to keep the rain off. 
5) Are there alternatives to buying the footprint (if priced separately)?  What are they? 

Yes, Tyveck cut to fit or purchased off the internet with built-in grommets/straps. Washings remove the new 
crinkly noise. Plastics like banquet table sheets or packaging off large furniture or appliances (free!). 

6) What are the 3 main purposes for using a sleeping pad? 
1.  Padding 
2.  Insulation 
3.  Keep your bag and you away from dirt and moisture on the tent floor 

7) True or False:  Boots and other gear are currently so high tech that there is no break-in period needed. 
The breaking-in period is lessened but should never be taken for granted.  Break in your hiking footwear. 

8) To prevent friction and blisters you should:  
a. keep your boots laced snuggly 
b. keep your boots laced loosely 
c. wear a liner sock and slightly thicker sock over that 
d. both a. and c. 

9) When a topo line forms a shape, with no brown lines within it, what are the two landforms it might describe? 
1.  The top of a mountain, a peak. 

2.  The lowest surrounding spot, a hole, crater or flat recessed area. 

10) True or False: Man made objects on the map are the most reliable things to use as landmarks, we made 
them after all.  Ah, but we are flawed creatures and we build things more often than we update maps. 

11) There are two understandings of what “North” means.  What are they and which one applies to the map?  
1. True North, all maps are made with true north to the top of the map.  

2. Magnetic North, the compass will point to magnetic north. 

12) True or False: The Map isn’t really useful without a compass. The compass however can be a stand alone 
necessity.  Most backpackers rely more on their maps than on their compass.  That said they can both be 
used separately for different purposes.


